Minor in Japanese

Overall Requirement Not Satisfied: Minor in Japanese

Japanese Minor Requirements

Not Satisfied: Complete 1 of the 2 options. No more than a total of 3 units of Preceptorship and Internship courses may be used toward the minor. These are courses that end in 91 or 93.

Japanese Language Option

Not Satisfied: Complete 20 units from the following

- Units: 20.00 required, 0.00 completed, 20.00 needed

Japanese Culture Option - Core Courses

Not Satisfied: Complete 9 units from the following

- Units: 9.00 required, 0.00 completed, 9.00 needed

Courses Available

JPN 101, JPN 102, JPN 201, JPN 202, JPN 415, JPN 416, JPN 421, JPN 422

Japanese Culture Option - Upper Division Courses

Not Satisfied: Complete 9 units from the following

- Units: 9.00 required, 0.00 completed, 9.00 needed

Courses Available

JPN 101, JPN 102, JPN 194, JPN 201, JPN 202, JPN 203, JPN 220, JPN 245, JPN 272, JPN 273, JPN 294, JPN 303, JPN 304, JPN 310, JPN 311, JPN 345, JPN 373, JPN 402, JPN 405, JPN 411, JPN 412, JPN 415, JPN 416, JPN 418, JPN 421, JPN 422, JPN 423, JPN 425A, JPN 430, JPN 436, JPN 441, JPN 446A, JPN 446B, JPN 447A, JPN 447B, JPN 485, JPN 486, JPN 489, JPN 494, JPN 495B, JPN 496A, JPN 496C, JPN 498, JPN 498H
Courses Available

JPN 303, JPN 304, JPN 310, JPN 311, JPN 345, JPN 373, JPN 402, JPN 405, JPN 411, JPN 412, JPN 415, JPN 416, JPN 418, JPN 421, JPN 422, JPN 423, JPN 425A, JPN 430, JPN 436, JPN 441, JPN 446A, JPN 446B, JPN 447A, JPN 447B, JPN 485, JPN 486, JPN 489, JPN 494, JPN 495B, JPN 496A, JPN 496C, JPN 498, JPN 498H

Japanese Minor Graduation Requirements  
Overall Requirement Not Satisfied: Japanese Minor Graduation Requirements

**Minor Units**

**Not Satisfied**: A minimum of 18 units are required in the minor.

- **Units**: 18.00 required, 0.00 completed, 18.00 needed

**Minor GPA**

**Satisfied**: A minimum GPA of 2.0 is required in the minor coursework.

- **Units**: 0.00 completed
- **GPA**: 2.000 required, 0.000 completed

**Minor Residency**

**Not Satisfied**: A minimum of 9 units in the minor must be taken at the University of Arizona.

- **Units**: 9.00 required, 0.00 completed, 9.00 needed